
The Wolfram Language - An Introduction • Knowledge-Based 
Programming in the Cloud • Mike Riley • Mike is a very busy guy and 
the holiday season made him even busier, but when I suggested that he 
write about the Wolfram Language and its availability in the cloud, he 
jumped at the chance. • big data, cloud, math, language 

Thoughts on Functional Programming in Swift • On the 
Occasion of Swift Going Open Source • Natasha Murashev • The 
adoption of Apple’s Swift language has been, what’s the word, rapid? 
Quick? Something like that. Now that it’s gone open source, it’s even 
more interesting. Natasha has been using Swift and thinking about 
Swift since it was released, and shares some thoughts here with us. • 
functional, language, swift 

Useful Measurements in an Agile and Lean Program • A Preview of Her Upcoming Book • 
Johanna Rothman • In Johanna Rothman’s new book, Agile and Lean Program Management: 
Scaling Collaboration Across the Organization, she discusses what to measure to know your 
program is progressing. What’s a program? A collection of projects with one business objective. If 
you’re working on a program, read this excerpt of the measurement chapter. • agile 

Ted Nelson • The Fight for Civilization • Michael Swaine • Will Ted Nelson’s grand vision of 
Xanadu ever be realized? Unclear. What is clear is that if and when that happens, everyone will 
agree that it was inevitable. • history 

Swaine’s World • Swift, Wolfram Language, Agile by the Numbers, Ted Nelson • Michael Swaine • 
Where your editor wants to pour you some news items from the end of the year, set out a few choice 
bits, pose a Pub puzzle, and set out the bill of fare for this issue. • puzzle, news 
Rothman and Lester • Are You Stuck in a Rut? • Johanna Rothman, Andy Lester • Managing 
your career is a job in itself. Fortunately, Johanna and Andy have seen all the career mistakes 
people make and can steer you past the hidden rocks. This month they discuss what to do when you 
feel like you’re stuck in a rut. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • The Real Work of Management, Part 3 • Marcus Blankenship • 
You’re a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself managing others. 
Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. This month: the 
third part of Marcus’s series on the real work of management. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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Designers As Programmers • Should Designers Learn 
Programming? • Lukas Mathis • It’s a bad idea — except when it isn’t. • 
design 

Angular 2 and Testing • Testing HTTP Services in Angular 2 with 
Jasmine • Ken Rimple • The popular Angular framework underwent 
some big changes recently. Here Ken gives you a hand with getting 
testing going for Angular 2. • frameworks, testing, web 

Getting Metal Up and Running • Building a Metal Template • Janie 
Clayton • Janie builds a template for high-performance graphics on iOS 
and OSX. • iosmobileframeworks 

Ted Nelson • The College Years • Michael Swaine • How Ted Nelson 
became a writer, a big thinker, and a planner of big, exciting projects. Part 2 in a series. • history 

Swaine’s World • Cars and Sarcasm • Michael Swaine • Where your editor is eager to pour you 
some news items from the world of tech, set out a few choice bits, pose a Pub puzzle, and let you in 
on what’s in the issue. • news, puzzle 
Rothman and Lester • Help Your Career by Contributing to Open Source • Johanna Rothman, 
Andy Lester • Managing your career is a job in itself. Fortunately, Johanna and Andy have seen all 
the career mistakes people make and can steer you past the hidden rocks. This month they discuss 
how contributing to open source projects can help your career. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Giving Feedback to a New Developer • Marcus Blankenship • You’re 
a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself managing others. Marcus 
shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. This month he explains 
how to deal with a new programmer who needs course correction. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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You Need a JavaScript Framework • Stop Reinventing the Wheel 
• David Copeland • Do you want to spend time solving problems with 
your software or solving problems with your software? • frameworks, 
javascript 

Angular 2 Testing — Deep Dive • Testing Components • Ken Rimple 
• Ken shows how to test components in Angular 2. • frameworks, 
testing 

Self-Selecting Teams • A New Way to Design Great Teams • Sandy 
Mamoli, David Mole • No one had ever done this on the scale we were 
contemplating. Could it possibly work? • agile, coaching 

Ted Nelson• The Epiphany • Michael Swaine • The year a young Ted 
Nelson took a computer course and realized his calling in life. Part 3 in a series. • history 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Rothman and Lester • When Co-workers Are Fired or Laid Off • Johanna Rothman, Andy Lester 
• Managing your career is a job in itself. Fortunately, Johanna and Andy have seen all the career 
mistakes people make and can steer you past the hidden rocks. This month they talk about what to 
do when co-workers are fired or laid off. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Giving Feedback to a New Developer • Marcus Blankenship • You’re 
a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself managing others. Marcus 
shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. This month Marcus 
shows how to give a developer corrective feedback that conveys respect for the individual while 
communicating your expectations. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books
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Testing in Python • Assert Rewriting and Fixtures in Pytest • Brian 
Okken • Testing starts with a good test framework. Brian has some 
advice on choosing one. • python, testing 

Test Case Design in Python • Using Given-When-Then from 
Behavior-Driven Development • Brian Okken • Behavior-Driven 
Development gave us the given-when-then scenario. Here’s how to use 
it to structure your tests in Python. • python, testing 

Analyzing Cultural Domains with Python • Data Exploration for 
Scientists or Movie Buffs • Dmitri Zinoviev • Dmitri walks you through 
how to construct a reasonably quick and not-so-dirty Python data 
exploration script that is powerful and flexible enough for serious social 
science research. • python, database, language 

The Irrational Technologist • It’s the Elephant in Everyone’s Room • Dan Frost • The rational 
technologist evaluates the evidence and makes a decision. And then there are all these other ways 
decisions get made... • agile 

Ted Nelson • The Dolphin Movie and the Big Speech • Michael Swaine • In graduate school Ted 
discovered his mission in life. Now the question was how to realize it. Part 4 in a series. • history 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Rothman and Lester • You Just Lost Your Job • Andy Lester, Johanna Rothman • Managing your 
career is a job in itself. Fortunately, Johanna and Andy have seen all the career mistakes people 
make and can steer you past the hidden rocks. This month they talk about what to do when you lose 
your job. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Seven Habits to Ruin Your Team • Marcus Blankenship • You’re a 
developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself managing others. Marcus 
shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. This month he begins a 
series on “management smells.” • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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Ten Apple Watch Development Tips • A New Platform Brings 
New Best Practices • Jeff Kelley • Animation, VoiceOver, and the virtue 
of laziness. • mobile, watch 

Testing Native Code with QuickCheck • A Haskell Project • Aaron 
Bedra • Aaron touches a lot of bases here, exploring an advanced form 
of testing as well as operating on legacy C code with high-level Haskell 
techniques. • haskell, testing 

An Elixir Fix for Windows File Names • Removing One Barrier to 
Getting Started with Elixir • Onorio Catenacci • While working with the 
Elixir language, Onorio was frustrated by a problem with Windows file 
path names. So he fixed it for everyone. • elixir, windows 

How to Thrive in an Unknowable Future • Part of the “Do This” Directives • Derek Sivers • 
Derek shares life advice on dealing with the unknown. • career 

Ted Nelson • Adulation Is not Understanding • Michael Swaine • Ted had a vision of the future 
intellectual home of mankind. All that was left was a small matter of implementing it. Part 5 in a 
series. • history 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Rothman and Lester • When Your Job Makes You Unhappy • Andy Lester, Johanna Rothman • 
Managing your career is a job in itself. Fortunately, Johanna and Andy have seen all the career 
mistakes people make and can steer you past the hidden rocks. This month they consider what you 
can do when you’re not happy at work. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Habit #2: Withholding Feedback until “the Time Is Right” • Marcus 
Blankenship • You’re a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself 
managing others. Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. 
This month he continues his survey of bad management habits. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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Elixir Tests that Tell a Story • An Experimental Testing Library for 
Elixir • Bruce Tate • The Elixir language is getting a lot of attention. In 
this article, Bruce gives testing in Elixir a lot of attention. • elixir, 
testing 

Making a 3D Game in Phaser • Rapid Game Development for Web 
and Mobile • Brian Hogan • Let’s have some fun — and in the process 
learn about a rich JavaScript framework for creating games that run in 
your browser or on mobile devices. • games, frameworks, javascript, 
graphics 

Tips for Young Programmers • ... of All Ages • Antonio Cangiano • 
Last year Antonio interviewed over 100 candidates, all impressive 
young people, for a certain large computer company. Here’s what he 
wanted to tell all of them. • teaching 

Happy, Smart, and Useful • Life-size Decision-making • Derek Sivers • Derek reflects on the big 
decisions. • career 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Johanna on Managing Product Development • Two Signs You Need to Manage Your Project 
Portfolio • Johanna Rothman • In the first installment of her new solo column, Johanna shares two 
stories from in the trenches and explains how to take control of your project portfolio. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Habit #3: Forget How Hard the Work Is • Marcus Blankenship • 
You’re a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself managing others. 
Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. This month he 
continues his series on bad management habits. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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How I Saved Agile and the Rest of the World • How It Was • 
Alistair Cockburn • If any one of those 17 developers had failed to show 
up, Agile would mean something different. • agile, history 

XP at 20 • Reflections on Not a Method • Ron Jeffries • Ron clears up 
some misconceptions about extreme programming. • agile, xp, history 

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them • Unicorns, 
Dinosaurs, and Disposable Code • Michael Nygard • Suppose that 
software was trivial to create and only ever needed to be used once. • 
agile 

#NoEstimates • Estimates Are Waste • Allen Holub • #NoEstimates 
is not about proscribed practices. It is a culture and philosophy. • 
estimation, agile 

The Testing Pyramid • Lessons Learned • Jonathan Rasmusson • It was the Rolls-Royce of 
automated testing tools. It nearly killed our project. • testing 

Half a Third of a Century in TDD • Reflections and Recommendations • Jeff Langr • One of the 
leading practitioners of test-driven development reflects on his career. • testing 

Test Driven Development • Need, Technical Impediments, and Solutions • Venkat 
Subramaniam • Why you should be doing test-driven development, why you’re not, and what to do 
about it. • testing 

Using Swift Extensions the “Wrong” Way • What Works Is Right • Natasha Murashev • 
Learning the language is just the start. Now you need to discover how to make it work for you. • 
swift, language 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Johanna on Managing Product Development • What Is an Estimate Worth to You? • Johanna 
Rothman • When they ask for an estimate, find out what they really want. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Bad Habit #4: Fixing Other People’s Mistakes • Marcus Blankenship 
• You’re a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself managing others. 
Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. This month he 
tells you why you shouldn’t fix others’ mistakes. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • book
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F#: the Dynamic Language • An Introduction to the Language and 
Its Style • Jean-François “Jeff” Héon • Jeff introduces the F# functional 
language and shows how it can be used in ways you may not have 
expected. • functional, language, f# 

Are You Cleared for Liftoff? • New Insights for Product Launches • 
Diana Larsen, Ainsley Nies • A rocket launch requires an entire set of 
systems to successfully lift the vehicle on its journey. So does your 
project. Master coaches Diana Larsen and Ainsley Nies have 
successfully “lifted off” numerous agile projects worldwide. • coaching 

Advanced Programming Language Technology • A Guide to 
Fitting In Abbreviations in Programming • Paul Callaghan • Paul 
explores a wider view of subtyping and how it helps with the signal-to-
noise ratio in code. • haskell, functional, language 

Ted Nelson • Assembling the Team • Michael Swaine • Over the course of this year I have been 
telling the story of Ted Nelson’s life and his struggle to realize his dream of literature untethered 
from its bonds. • history 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Johanna on Managing Product Development • Three Tips to Scaling Your Project Portfolio • 
Johanna Rothman • Your third-grade teacher was right: you need to show your work. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Bad Habit #5: Constantly Pushing the Team to Deliver Faster • 
Marcus Blankenship • You’re a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find 
yourself managing others. Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your 
“real” job. Here’s the fifth in a series about bad management habits that ruin good programmers 
and teams. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books
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Swift: What Are Protocols with Associated Types • There Will 
Be Pokémon • Natasha Murashev • Natasha reveals a powerful tool that 
promotes really nice composition in favor of messy inheritance. • swift, 
language 

Teaching Beginners • Why It’s Hard • Swizec Teller • You know 
more than you think. That’s the problem. • teaching 

What Is Teachable Code? • It’s Not What You Think • Peter Jang • 
Your clean, well-crafted code is not necessarily the best code for 
teaching purposes. • teaching 

On Diversity • My Story • Natasha Murashev • Natasha shares her 
experience with the lack of diversity in the industry, and talks about 
what you can do to improve things. • career, diversity 

Boiled Carrots • Are You Using that Technique Correctly? • Martin Fowler • If you’re using a tool 
incorrectly, it’s not the tool that’s at fault. • agile 

Don’t Add Your Two Cents • Shut Up and Keep the Change • Derek Sivers • You think you’re 
being helpful. Really, you’re destroying motivation. • career 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Johanna on Managing Product Development • Saying No in Ways Your Management Can 
Understand • Johanna Rothman • You can tell the boss “no.” It’s all in how you say it. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Bad Habit #6: Breaking Promises, No Matter How Small • Marcus 
Blankenship • You’re a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find yourself 
managing others. Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. 
Here’s the sixth in a series about bad management habits that ruin good programmers and teams. • 
career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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Grey Areas • The History and Technology of Grey • John Whitington • 
In a dither over gradients? John will smooth that out for you. • design, 
graphics, history 

How to Write an Estimate • When #noestimates is #notanoption • 
Andy Lester • Hofstadter’s Law: It always takes longer than you expect, 
even when you take into account Hofstadter’s Law. • career, estimation 

Ted Nelson • The Money Finally Arrives • Michael Swaine • Over the 
course of this year I have been telling the story of Ted Nelson’s life and 
his struggle to realize his dream of literature untethered from its bonds. 
This month I write about what happened when he got funding for his 
plans. • history 

Swaine’s World • Tangled Up in Frameworks • Michael Swaine • Where your editor hangs out. 
Pull up a stool and let him bend your ear about this issue. He’s also set out a few choice bits, and 
don’t be surprised if he poses a Pub puzzle. • news, puzzle 
Johanna on Managing Product Development • Technical Debt and Other Unhelpful 
Euphemisms • Johanna Rothman • Calling your problems by their right names makes it much 
easier to solve them. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Why Good Relationships Are the Key to Everything You Want • 
Marcus Blankenship • You’re a developer, but you’re at a point in your career where you find 
yourself managing others. Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your 
“real” job.  • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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Getting the Most out of the GitHub API • A Potent Tool for Your 
Automation Utility Belt • Derrick Schneider • Mastering the GitHub 
API can give you a huge advantage when managing your GitHub work. 
• command-line, awk 

Using Programming to Teach Mathematics •  Making 
Abstractions Concrete • Antonio Cangiano • Novices think they need 
math to understand programming. The truth is, programming can be a 
big help in learning math. • math, python 

Résumé Dos and Don’ts • You’re Probably Doing It Wrong • Andy 
Lester • LinkedIn and GitHub can be useful in letting employers know 
about you and your skills, but neither can be your résumé. • career 

But I’m Not an Expert • Technical Blogging • Antonio Cangiano • 
Blogging can still be a great career enhancer. It can also be intimidating. It doesn’t have to be. • 
career, writing 

Remembering David Bunnell • July 25, 1947 — October 18, 2016 • Paul Freiberger, Michael 
Swaine • Here’s a little bit of who he was and what he did. • history 

Ted Nelson • Houseboat • Michael Swaine • I visit Ted on his houseboat. • history 

Swaine’s World • Certified Scrum Masters! • Michael Swaine • Tech News • The PragPub Puzzle • 
Choice Bits • news, puzzle 
Johanna on Managing Product Development • Agile Schedule Games • Johanna Rothman • 
What does velocity really measure? • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • Bad Habit #7: Take Special Privileges • Marcus Blankenship • This is 
the seventh in Marcus’s series on bad management habits that ruin teams. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books
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Concatenate Got Your Tongue? • A Swift Puzzle • Erica Sadun • 
Erica’s book on Swift Style will be released soon. Here she poses a Swift 
puzzle for the reader. • language, swift 

Wrapping libxml2 for Swift • Dealing with Legacy C Code in Swift • 
Janie Clayton • Janie discovers that even when you’re hiding that C 
code in a nice Swift wrapper, you still have to think like a C 
programmer. • language, swift 

Property Lists and User Defaults in Swift • Thinking 
Functionally • Janie Clayton • Janie compares the pre-Swift and Swift 
solutions to a problem, and shares some insight about thinking 
functionally. • language, swift 

Beware of Computed Properties in Swift • These Are not the Properties You’re Looking For • 
Natasha Murashev • Natasha catches a gotcha before it gets ya. • language, swift 

Ted Nelson • Defining Xanadu • Michael Swaine • What is Xanadu? • history 

Swaine’s World • Actual Superpowers • Michael Swaine • Tech News • The PragPub Puzzle • 
Choice Bits • news, puzzle 
Johanna on Managing Product Development • Can You Be a Little Agile? • Johanna 
Rothman • Even if fully embracing agile practices doesn’t work for your project, you should consider 
these three practices that can benefit any task. • career 
New Manager’s Playbook • The Power of Managerial Relationships • Marcus Blankenship • 
Marcus shares tips on how to be as good at managing as you are at your “real” job. • career 
Antonio on Books • New Tech Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech 
books of note. Antonio Cangiano is the author of the excellent Technical Blogging. • books 
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